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What’s New?
• New Rebranding
• Customer Deliveries
• Upgraded Hire Fleet
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A Fresh New Look
We have rebranded our signage at our corporate office, warehouse, and internal spaces to reflect
our new strategy and our commitment to deliver ‘more go’ for our customers. To know more on
how we do business, click here to visit our website.
Warm Regards from The Bus 4x4 Team

WHAT'S HAPPENING?
NEW REBRANDING

As we move forward into the future, we commit ourselves to the highest standards of Customer
Service and to passionately go above and beyond to deliver for our customers, ensuring every
customer has ‘more go’ for their business.
Click here to read more about our re-branding.
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VEHICLE DELIVERIES

Congratulations to John & Helen who picked their Bus 4x4 Conversion of Coaster (Motorhome).
We also delivered several mine specifications Coasters to mining companies in April 2022.
For more details of the Bus 4x4 Conversions, call +61 7 3276 1420.

UPGRADED HIRE FLEET

We are upgrading our hire fleet with our new corporate identity for simple and impactful
messaging. If you would like to know more about our hire options, call us on +61 7 3276 1420

FLOOD RECOVERY VOLUNTEERING
Well done to Andrew and Mary Massey, Bus 4x4
Conversion of Hiace LWB customers, who travelled down
to Casino NSW to volunteer for BlazeAid, a non-profit
charity to help farmers repair fences after bush fires and
floods.
BlazeAid taps into the vast labour force of grey nomads,
backpackers and students for disaster recovery, helping
farmers to re-establish boundary fences and contain
stock.
Click to read more details on the Bus 4x4 website.
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KATHERINE, NT
NT’s fourth largest settlement Katherine is known as the
place “where the outback meets the tropics”. Katherine
is the central hub of the Savannah Way which stretches
from Cairns in Qld to Broome in WA and is full of gorges,
waterfalls, thermal springs and ancient cultures.
Katherine lies 320 kms south-east of Darwin on the Stuart
Highway.
Most Australian state borders are open for inter-state travel. However, restrictions may still apply to cross
borders. Please check with the authorities for exit/entry requirements before travel

NEWS AND VIEWS FROM AROUND
AR TECH

HERITAGE

Tourism companies
are investing in new
technologies such as
augmented reality (AR)
which could provide a
platform for people to
meet, plan trips together,
and learn about different
historic sites in a virtual
environment before they
travel.

Gary and Wendy Baker
from Cloncurry are
making it a mission to
protect centuries old
mining ruins.

Click here to read more on
the Breaking Travel News
website.

The mining ruins
include a 40 km railway
line which was built
in the early 1900s, a
tunnel, a tramway and
the remains of former
towns of Ballara and
Hightville.
Click here to read more
on the ABC website.

Bus 4x4 Group includes Bus Global | Bus 4x4 Kitshop | Bus 4x4 Hire
located at 1828 Ipswich Road, Rocklea, Queensland 4106 Australia. Tel: +61 7 3276 1420
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